We take the hassle out of importing into Bermuda..... we will get it for you!!!

**Airzone 8' Spring Trampoline and Enclosure Combo- $158.00**

The Airzone 8' Spring Trampoline and Enclosure Combo is a great way to add fun and fitness to your backyard. The frame of this Airzone trampoline is manufactured using durable, rust-resistant steel. The trampoline enclosure netting is a durable, non-abrasive polyethylene mesh that's tightly woven so little fingers and toes don't get caught. The Airzone trampoline springs are high-performance stainless steel protected with weather-resistant PVC frame cover and thick sewn-in padding.

**Pure Fun 8' Trampoline and Enclosure Set- $350.00**

The Pure Fun® 8’ trampoline and enclosure set ensures hours of outdoor safety and fun. 48 springs provide incredible bounce on a high-quality jumping pad. This trampoline is recommended for ages 6 and up.

- Mesh enclosure
- 48 springs
- Weight capacity: 175 lbs
- Recommended for ages 6 and up
Skywalker 10’ round trampoline and enclosure - $365.00

Skywalker Trampolines 10 ft. round trampoline with enclosure has exciting features that are both fun and safe. Measuring 10 feet diameter, this trampoline fits nicely into nearly any yard or play area. Along with a durable heavy gauged steel frame construction and top of the line safety features the compact 10 ft. round size fits nicely into nearly any back yard or play area.

Pure Fun 8-Foot Trampoline and Enclosure Set- $280.00

Trampolines made with strong, rust-resistant galvanized iron steel tubing using patented T-Section construction

Snug, secure fit of T-Section assembly ensures extra stability and prevents shifting over time

W-shaped legs with eight balanced contact points add stability and prevent wobbling or tipping

Eight-foot trampoline is easy to assemble and requires no tools or extra drilling
Veriflex 8-ft. Spring Trampoline and Enclosure Combo-$353.00

8' trampoline and enclosure, Easy to assemble-no additional tools required, Trampoline and enclosure meet all ASTM safety requirements

Trampoline: Patented, Triple-Wall T-Joint leg socket design for maximum strength and stability, Weather resistant frame cover and jumping mat are UV-safe for years of use

Trampoline: Powder coated 4 leg frame-prevents corrosion, Four "W" shaped legs-eight balance points for added stability, Thru-bolts with locking hardware on all leg connections-allows trampoline to be easily moved

Enclosure: Four padded steel poles for safety, Thru-bolts with locking hardware securely mount enclosure mesh and caps to the poles, Fine-knit mesh prevents fingers and toes from getting caught, Enclosure poles covered with high-impact foam sleeves

Ultega 10-Foot Jumper Trampoline with Safety Net-$576.00

Durable 10-foot diameter trampoline with a UV resistant mat and full-surround safety net

Durable and stable base of galvanized steel tubing; maximum weight capacity of 440 pounds

Safety net measures 5 feet 9 inches high and is held in place with 8 padded rods for maximum safety

64 springs with a protective covering provide high and exciting jumping
Little Tikes 7’ First trampoline - $280.00

It is time for some big, bouncing, outdoor play fun! This Little Tikes bouncer trampoline is both durable and padded. The 7’ First Trampoline provides hours of safe active bouncer trampoline fun from Little Tikes. The frame is made of high-quality steel and durable blow molded plastic to ensure safety. The Little Tikes 7' First Trampoline is the ultimate toy for kids.

Age range 3 – 10 years

Bazoongi 88” hexagonal kids combo trampoline - $210.00

The Bazoongi 88” Hexagonal Kids Combo Trampoline and Enclosure fits better in smaller yards and is the perfect first trampoline for your child. With an easy to assemble frame and patented enclosure design, kids will play all day.

Steel frame
88” diameter frame
Industrial galvanized top rails made out of 100 percent steel
6 foam-padded legs
(36) 5" steel springs
100 percent polypropylene jumping surface
Maximum weight capacity of 175 lbs
The Skywalker 55" Round Bounce-n-Learn Interactive Game Trampoline is the perfect solution to keep your child active and entertained. The interactive animal sounds help your child to develop valuable gross motor skills. The 360 degree Easy-Grip Safety Ring Handle provides little bouncers with protection and support as they learn to bounce.

Interactive sound game with on/off switch

Frame: sturdy, rust-resistant, steel frame
Enclosure net upright bars are padded for safety
Number of Legs: 6
Spring-less design
Stretch band provides that little extra bounce
Jumping Mat: made of heavy-duty, UV-protected polypropylene
Safety enclosure with No-Gap Technology
Lower enclosure net prevents small objects and children from going beneath the mat
Maximum Weight Capacity: 100 lbs
Dimensions: 55" x 55" round trampoline
My First Trampoline with enclosure - $255.00

For children 3 years to 10 years
Provides hours of fun
Trampoline frame is made of durable, blow-molded plastic and high-quality materials
Can be used indoors or outdoors
Durable, high-quality pad protector covers the safety springs to help prevent injury
Trampoline's safety enclosure is made of PE netting and supported by heavy-duty steel poles
Easy to assemble
Safety springs provide bouncing action

Little Tikes Bounce House trampoline - $185.00

It's time for some big bouncing fun with the Little Tikes Bounce House Trampoline! This inflatable fun center is soft, safe and provides hours of trampoline bounce ability. Enclosed bounce area lets kids jump around without worry of falling. Inflatable walls and netting keep kids from bouncing out of play.
Maximum combined weight is 70 lbs. Non Phthalate material

Soft, safe and provides hours of trampoline bounce ability
Enclosed bounce area lets kids jump around without worry of falling
Inflatable walls and netting keep kids from bouncing out of play
Maximum combined weight is 70 lbs
Skywalker 48” Zoo Adventure bouncer – $110.00

Skywalker Trampolines Zoo Adventure Bouncer is a wonderful way to get children excited about physical activity and learning. The Zoo Adventure Bouncer is designed to be “hands on”. Kids will love to move and actively learn as they play included zoo adventure game learning about their zoo animal friends.

Recommended for ages 3 through 7 with a 100 lb. weight

Skywalker 40” Lily Pad Adventure bouncer - $88.00

Skywalker Trampolines Lily Pad Adventure Bouncer is a wonderful way to get children excited about physical activity and learning. The Lily Pad Adventure Bouncer is designed to be “hands on”. Kids will love to move and learn as they play included lily pad hop game.

Recommended for ages 3 through 7 with a 100 lb. weight capacity
Skywalker 60” Seaside adventure bouncer - $140.00

Skywalker Trampolines Seaside Adventure Bouncer is a wonderful way to get children excited about physical activity and learning. The Seaside Adventure Bouncer is designed to be “hands on”. Kids will love to move and actively learn as they play included ocean adventure game learning about their ocean animal friends.

Skywalker 10’ round trampoline – brown $463.00

The Skywalker Trampolines enclosure net uses an innovative design attaching the base of the enclosure net to the jump mat using a button hole feature at each jump mat v-ring. This eliminates any gaps between the jumping surface and the enclosure giving a safe and fun jumping area. The frame is made of heavy duty galvanized steel making it both sturdy and weather resistant.
Skywalker 12’ round trampoline and enclosure – green
$367.00

The sturdy frame is made of heavy duty galvanized steel making it both secure and weather resistant. The Skywalker Trampolines enclosure net uses an innovative design attaching the base of the enclosure net to the jump mat using a button hole feature at each jump mat v-ring. This eliminates any gaps between the jumping surface and the enclosure giving a safe and fun jumping area.

JumpKing Bazoongi JumpPod 7.5’ trampoline and enclosure
$350.00

Rust resistant galvanized steel throughout
42 pieces of 5.5 springs and easy to assemble top rail system
W shaped legs and unique over and under spring design equalizes frame torque and provides a softer bounce
Reinforced POD sockets (big-T connector)
Premium mesh netting lasts longer
G4 poles suspend the net and insert directly into T-sockets
Enclosure has dual closure entry with zipper and buckles
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